
* RADIO maim from W-Germany was heard on a few occasions 

recently. Sun Febr. 4th the station was heard on 6215 but mainly on 

6315. Signal-strength was fair/good. In the programne the presenter 

announced that the station would also be trananitting on 15038 kHz in the 

19 mb later on that day. Planned was a 45 min. show on 15038 kHz. We are 

not certain whether the latter broadcast wait on the air. Sun Febr. 21st 

Nordlicht was again heard with a musical show on 6315. Reception was fair. 

Address: P.O.box 6403, D-Z300 Kiel 14 in W-Germany. 

* Two Dutch stations, the M3ICE OF THE NE1HBR1AND6 and EAST COAST HOLLAND, 

tested to the USA in the early morning hours of Sun January 28th. The VOIP 

was testing on 1.5050 kHz while RD2H chose for 7490 kHz. As a result the 

VOIP received two reports from the other side of The Atlantic: one frcm a 

DX-er in Canada and one frcm the USA. The first test of the VOIP was in Dec 

but then no reports were received. Radio FIJI was in actual fact received in 

the USA in December on 7490 (even with S9 peaks!) but didn't get a recep¬ 

tion reports although the station's signal was- if we quote the USA free ra¬ 

dio magazine Pirate Pages- one of the strongest heard frcm Europe. Sun Jan 

28th RBCH was received in Spain and Italy but no reports frcm the USA or Ca¬ 

nada unfortunately. Addresses: VOIP, P.O.B. 669, 7900 AR Hoogeveen and RICH, 

P.O.Box 536 , 7900 AM Hoogeveen. 

* Che of the most interesting stations heard on SW in recent weeks is 

CUAUTY AM. Sun Jan. 28th the station was picked up on 15058 kHz.That same 

day Qjality was also heard on 9985 kHz. Vhelher this new station will con¬ 

tinue on a regular basis remains unknown. Fact is that a few persons who 

were already involved in the free radio SW scene in the 70's are behind this 

station. It certainly sounds rather professional what they are doing. Sig¬ 

nal quality is very good. It seems a 30CW rig is being used. Ihe people be¬ 

hind this station were curious how many SW DX-ers would pick up the station 

on a 'weird' frequency like 9985. Although we don't have exact details, we 

can reveal that also in Febr. a couple of trms have been carried out on 9985 

Ihey announced that they would be on air Sundays at 19.00 H on 9985. However, 

most of the time they've been observed during the morning hours. Next issue 

we'll have more info as we've asked for seme info. The address we've written 

to is: P.O.box 85455, The Hague, Holland. Postal code: 2508 CD. 

* RADIO ATLANTIS was heard Sun Febr. 4th on 7485 kHz with a poor/fair signal. 

Ihis is not the UK-based Atlantis but possibly a W-German station. Ihe 

address is (2). 

' FAUXP RADIO was noted on two frequencies Sun Febr. 11th: 6850 & 6870 kHz. 

sfti both frequencies different pxs were heard! Signal-strength in the UK 

\was fair. Ihe station is hoping to install a powerful (new) SW rig. 
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Slowly but sanely we^ 
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ber 100. But /on 
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92, volume 8. Another 

20 pager /all o/ news which should inte¬ 

rest you. All the 7RS-Holland late*! news 

in 7RS NewsconneR. A day-to-day o//shone 

report which covens most o/ Tebnuazy. Up 

till now we didn't get that much reac¬ 

tions on the 'new look' o//shore column. 

In actual /act only two, so the nest is 

satis/ied on...?? He'll have to hear your 

voice in case you think the old way was 

more attractive.. . ! 
A bit o/ news which is not in 7RS News¬ 
conneR: In April there will be de/enitly 

a 7RSH trim. Perhaps also an Introduction 

on our neio schedule in blanch! 
Looking at thl* issue: we one proud to 

'present' new reporter as /nom this issue 

onwards: welcome Sid!! His /irst contri¬ 

bution can be read within this very issue 

And believe me: his /uture /eatunes will 

be more than worth while. 
Thanks to all those readers/listener* who 
gave their reaction on the December arti¬ 

cle with regard to the lack o/ response 

/nom the Sit) listeners towards the station 

These opinions will be compiled and by 

Qerd. Next edition it will be published, 

Last but not least a big THANK yOU to all 

contributors as /an as this issue is 
concerned: Chris, blarten (our computer- 

specialist), Qerd, Nonbent, Stuart, Hans, 

Bjorn and the ones I'm /orgettlng. See 

uou next time! 

Strictly personal STj^ivattS^Ircumstan- 

ces could cause a delay with regard to 

the publication o/ the next edition!!!! 
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- jvjewscom 
Last month we had to cancel this section of 'FRS Goes 

DX . So it's time to inform you about the things as they 

1 at this ‘'ery moment. But first a mini flashback to the 
of 1989. Dec. 24th was a busy day: the day started as early 

04.30 CET when Bobby Speed switched two txs on. Our aim was ofcour- 

se the U.S.A. For those who have a bit of technical interestj in 

operation we had one 150W tx (output) with in the PA stage four 

lovely good old 807's ( HT approx. 800V). This unit was connected 

i^xt/j a seperate modulation unit, also operating on four 807 's (PA). 
Most important part of this modulator is a Collins modulation trans 

former. A dead carrier means we run the tx on 150W. A modulated 

signal is run with between 170-220W (peaks even higher). The 150Wtx 

was used on 6240 kHz. A second 80W Yaesu Musen tx was operating on 

7467 and later cm in the morning on 7440 kHz. Especially in the 41 

mb there was very little choice, it was packed with legal ’power¬ 

houses . All in all we were on air till approx. 07.45 CET. Unfortu¬ 

nately we didn t receive reports from the other side of the Atlan¬ 

tic. Perhaps conditions.... I really don't know. Fact is that other 

stations made it to the USA one or two days later but not in the 

night we were testing. Except one: Radio East Coast Holland (see 

bw column). The X-Mas trm took place between 10.00- 15.50 CET, an 

old-fashioned long FRSH broadcast. The first 3 hours were to be i 
heard on 7310 kHz and the last (almost( 3 hours were on 7315 becau¬ 

se of Radio Tirana signing on on 7310 at 13.00 CET. Looking at the 

mail we may say we are satisfied. Almost 50 letters is- in terms of 

today not bad. Reception quality was in most areas good or even 

very good. To give you some kind of idea we have compiled a little 
list which can be found at the end of this FRS NewscorneR. 
Most frustating was rp=— — 

■Fffi-ERLEB-PRDDUmnn^ : the fact ve made 

promises during the 

Dec. broadcast with 

regard to the Jan. 

transmission. And 
as you'll know, the 

Jan. trm had to be 

cancelled. It is of 

no use to tell you 

why. It must be 

enough when I say 

that it was becausei 

of circumstances 

beyond our control. 
But: in the mean¬ 
time we haven't ! 
been sitting around I 
doing nothing eit- I 
her... Plans have i 
been worked out and I 
Joop ter Zee put I 
the finishing tou- I 
ches to our brand- I 
new jingle package.I 

lly souns 

Soon you 'll 

This month's special tape offer is valid 

UNTIL THE END OF MARCH. 

THE HISTORY OF RADIO JACKIE 

The complete story of this London-based 

FREE RADIO STATION, BETWEEN THE LATE 60’S 

AND 1985 WHEN THE STATION WAS FORCED TO 

close down. Jingles, extracts and more¬ 

over MUCH VALUA8LE BACKGROUND INFO. THE 

PRICE OF THIS HIGH-QUALITY TAPE IS: 

QM.12.50/J_4.Q0 . 

THE HISTORY OF OFFSHORE RADIO 

An UNIQUE SELECTION OF ALL OFFSHORE STA¬ 

TIONS BROADCASTING IN THE 50’S AND 60'S. 
And ofcourse the story behind these radio 

stations. Price: DM_10.00/_£3.20 . 

Order Now 
le to hear 

yourself and then you may draw your own conclusion... 
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S/yEX/ A kind of new programme schedule will be introduced. 

\Jr Every deejay will introduce one or two new items in his show 

on FRSH, That makes things recognizable, something which is in 

my personal view important for any radiostation! Danny Kay is no 

more involved as far as the programming side is concerned. However: 

he’s still one of us and in future he’ll be doing occasional shows 

at special dates (X-Mas, Easter etc,). The new German main man is 

Johnny Best. He will present the German programme and he's full of 

fresh, new ideas. New is also the Short-Shortwave-parade, For more 
info see elsewhere in this issue!! 

Did anyone know that we carried out a second test to reach the land 

of Uncle Sam? Sun February 11th FRSH was on air on 6240 kHz between 

06,00 and 07,50 CET. So far no reports from remote areas. The regu¬ 

lar February 3rd Sun trm had to be cancelled for the same reason as 

mentioned for the Jan, one. And at this very moment we’re not sure 

whether we will be on in March, However, it’s positive to know that 

we have almost made an agreement with somebody, If this agreement 

will become reality (and I think it will!), FRSH will have a new and 

safe transmitting location, at least for the time being. We won’t be 

relayed with other transmitting equipment? FRSH will install its own 

transmitter etc. Keep an eye on 3rd Sundays somewhere in the 41/48 
mb ! 

And now as promised some of the reports we received for the Dec. 
broadcast: 

* Glasgow 

* Hamburg 

* Berlin 

* Jyvaskyla 
* Basel 

* Gross-Gerau 

* Wilhelmshafen 

* Birkenhead 

* Jablonec 

Scotland 
W-germany 

W-Germany 

Finland 

Switzerland 

W-Germany 

W-Germany 

Great-Britain 

Czechoslovakia 

25222 
43433 

34433 

34333 (!) 

223322 

35555 
44444 

44444 

34433 

In the next issue we’ll include the blank sheet below so that 

are able to participate in our new Short-Shortwave-Parade..! 
you 

===> THE SHORT-SHORTWAVE-PARADE <=== 

It's a chart with 5 records which can bo chosen by Y O U ! 
Every third Sunday Joop ter Zee brings you a brand NEW chart, with 
YOUR entries in it l 
A great new (ALTERNATIVE) hitparade wit lots of SPOOKY STUFF and heavy 
releases on the airwaves.... 
Meet with the choise of our listeners, from England, France, East- & 
West Germany, Sweden, Norway, etc etc etc..... 
International taste connected via F.R.S.H.'s SHORT SHORTWAVE PARADE !! 
How, good God ! 
So, THINK HARD and send your PICK to the S.S.P. p.o. box 2727 6049 ZG 
Herten, The Netherlands and be sure to participate in Europes MOST 
DEMOCRATIC parade. 

My vote is: 

From: 

Name/ 
Remarks/ 

IftS FROM OFFSHORE 

Things in offshoreland are rather 
quiet at the moment although the 

?t0.lnS WhiCh raged °Ter W"Europe during the past 5 weeks 
sjSSest the contrary... It's really unbelievable that the Ross 
Revenge survived all these storms and hurricanes. Caroline 558 
„ad.lef*e the airwaves a couple of times but mostly for brief 
periods. It must be crystal-clear that this ’little’ red ship is a 
very strong one. And do not forget how important it is to have a 

m.tty>/nCh°r and ? solid anchorchain! Looking back to the 80’s it 

bad weatherTh0t>Vl0UrKthat Caroline "ever had to deal with so much 
bad weather than in the previous weeks. And never it was more ob- 

weatberha'- 6 station/ahiP is able to deal with such horrendous 

withhcertalnUr ?C6S‘ Her.bert Visser who’s having close contacts 
with th J Caroline people told us that there are some problems 

; he ?s ”heel.on the Ros®- Let's hope that this problem 
the stt C°uld endan§er the people on board and 
the station when the ship should drift. According to that same per- 

The first1!?6 M?rtln & Dave Asher won't return to the Ross Revenge, 
ned flresdvurracane swept over W-Europe Jan. 25th. Caroline retur¬ 
ned already the next morning at 07.00 CET with a slightly weaker 

W to nor^r- W Rabr- 12th onwards power was aga^n increased, 
out is Q kU ! ' ”ell-lnf°rn>ed sources report that the current out- 
nut hL9 kW' Aacordln3 to chief engineer Peter Chicago the 558 out¬ 
put has never been as high as it is now. He could be rioht since 
the Viewpoint programmes are to be received durin» evenino.s even 

D"vee”aylorreRickvUt'Ch/Ger,ian b°rder)’ Newcomers Sn the station are 
p -aylor, Sic<y Jones, Jimnie Scott and Melanie (yes female) 
Currency (with the usual reservation) the following^jay cJew‘ 

t “ ch"j I,ST 8eVenSe: "eil Gates’ NiSal Harris.JAndy Brac^ 
; Jones > Jjn°y sc?ct (during nighttime) and Melanie. 
CET hut r?/"31!! 2bth Caroline left the airwaves at approx. 10.00 

v „ T air?3dy 8C 11-3° CET’ Nigel Harris thanked every- 
At 15 30 Ca? lb6en helptnS on deck and was now walking with wet feet. 

„ 5; 0 Caroline was forced to leave the airwaves once again. This 
time the station returned within if hours at 17.15 CET. Salient de- 

Brown 6When C^ro fft ^ ^ pla^"S ^om Sam 
There‘«tilT- Caroline returned power was lower than before 15.30. 

HlVrltull ^ 3 ChanC6 that the DUtCh °CD 

FoUowmg this Caroline report a day-to-day report starting on 
I^esday January 30th = Last month we reported about le^ry^vis'^; 

toMTel : I?thehHVStMff °f S°l3r °"e °f the new stations 

-nee6 an5 t.^o^u^ “\ 

rw^rdrSp-ch.-ffi1^^&:::«■«. ; - 

^n-tefinishqdUi?TtTt° Ship’ ClaiaS bhat work on the?ship 
leave Portugal. several weeks before the ship will 

viewed^ lft3^01"16!3 “ii1 brl"3 the DTI tQ court’ Thay'vs inter- 
, . 0 ^ people who were on the Ross durinp the raid Ar 

”.r L- - th« »P^*« • 
V Part of the t rn c Prosecuted for the raid on the Ross, 
\ of the costs of the courtcase will be paid via a fund 

'offshore news' 
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which has been raised by Caroline supporters in the UK. 

Thursday February 1st: Our well-respected Dutch offshore 
correspondent Hans Knot receives a letter from New York in 

which A1 Weiner writes that the Radio New York Int. people are 
still looking for possibilities to re-comraence trras from the MV 
Sarah in Int. Waters. Currently the good ship Sarah is in a little 
harbour in New England and believe it or not, the ship is fully 
equipped ! RNI still believes that all individuals have the right 
to use the air for broadcasting purposes. Offshore Radio is the 
best solution for them for it's impossible to get freedom of air 
from the US authorities. Weiner adds in his letter that if anyone 
involved in the European offshore scene has any idea which could 
help the station, he should sent his idea to A1 Weiner, RNI, Morati- 
celli, Maine 04760 in the USA. 
More religious pxs have been added to the Viewpoint programming du¬ 
ring the past 6 weeks or so. Also the schedules of broadcasting ti¬ 
mes were changed several times. It would take more than a page to 
report in detail about these changes, so we will only mention the 
new pxs: 'Christ for the World' with John Hayzef**'Amazing Miracle 
Broadc.' with Doroth Tueston**'Youthtime Radio' with Ad Larssen** 
'Life Word’ with Kirk Shelton**’British Israel World Federation’ 
with Douglas Manser, 'Voice of Bethel' (returned on Viewpoint) and 
finally 'New Beginning' with Linda Fontain (also returned). 

Friday February 2nd: the Finnish State Broadcasting Company- Yleis 
Radio- has decided that they will use a maximum power of 50 kW on 
558 kHz in future. In the past they were using 100 kW. This should 
enable some Scandinavian Caroline listeners to hear Caroline once 
again with a more or less acceptable signal (during daytime). 

Saturday February 3rd: the Israeli government decides to free Abe 
Nathan from prison. He has been in jail for a period of 4 months. 
He should be free Friday Febr. 9th. 

Wednesday February 7th: Despite all rumours that the MV Communicatcr 
should have dropped anchor somewhere off the South-East coast of 
England, we can reveal that the ship still is in a harbour in Por¬ 
tugal. It seems some extra equipment has been ordered and the ship 
won't leave the harbour until it's fully equipped. 

Friday February 9th: Yes, Abe Nathan is a free man again. He was 
sent to jail for 6 months but all in all he spent some 4 months in 
prison. A spokesman for the Israeli government stated Abe was set 
free because of his good behaviour. Perhaps Abe was listening the 
whole day to the VoP...! Anyway, Abe told a couple of reporters that 
he will resume his talks with PL0 people. The latter was the reason 
for his imprisonment. 

Sunday February 11th: Today a remarkable day for Radio Hauraki, the 
former New Zealand offshore station which transmitted 1111 days 
from the high seas in the period 1966— early 1970. Hauraki switches 
from AM to FM. Since 1970, the year the station became legal, Hau¬ 
raki was broadcasting on 1476 kHz AM. As from today programmes will 
only be broadcasted on 99 MHz FM. To pay attention to this switch, 
they organised a surprise party behind the studiobuilding. It’s in¬ 
teresting to add that the former 1476 kHz signal had almost the 
quality of a FM signal. The medium wave band in New Zealand is al¬ 
most empty and that is rather different with for instance Europe 

w^>r the US. Also the conditions are different having a positive 
^influence on the Hauraki signal. Goodbye 1476 kHz....!! 

*offshore news' 
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—n^a.Y—February 18th: Two new religious programmes can be1 
added to the Viewpoint programming: 'Christ Gospel' with 

Hicks on Sundays between 21.15 & 21.30 CET and 'Saint Ger¬ 
main Foundation' with Mrs. Ann Josephine Mearles every Friday be¬ 
tween 21.00 & 21 . 15 CET. 

Mgnday February 19th: Last month we reported about the situation 
with regard to the Communicator. There were financial problems (to 
say the least...) between White Lanca (the owners of the Communica 
tor) and the former Dutch captain Fred Bolland. Now it appears that 
the engineer who used to work on the Communicator- it's the same 
person who was chief engineer on Radio Veronica in the 60's & 70's- 
is waiting to receive some f 15.000,- (£ 4800.-). 

Thursday February 22nd: A few persons state they've heard Caroline 
pxs on 9655 and 11905 kHz (both frequencies occupied by legal sta- 
tions during several hours per day). It seems unlikely that there’s 
a SW rxg aboard the Ross. Obviously these signals eminate from a 
hobby pirate testing his tx on higher frequencies while relaying 
the 558 AM signal. B 
Friday February 23rd: Financial broken. Sad but true. Key person: 
former Radio Mi Amigo boss Sylvain Tack. Belgian newspapers report 
that by 1vain owed quite a number of people large sums of money. 
As a result two companies, owned by Mr. Tack, went bankrupt. 

gaturday February 24th: An offshore meeting was held, organised by 
Freewave and SMC. Some 300 people from Holland, Belgium and even 
W-bermany and England visited the meeting. Many videos were shown. 
Most interesting was an interviwe with Marc Jacobs, former live 
deejay on Radio Mi Amigo (remember his famous Lunch Show ’Baken 161' 
Later on also Ad Roberts was interviewed. Ad and Marc worked to- 
gether in the late 70's on the Mi Amigo and they didn’t meet each 
other since 1981. Another guest was Arie Swets who talked about the 

dtt u°n t^e R°SS Fevenge. By the way: Marc Jacobs now has a job on 
KIL-Veronique, the Dutch commercila TV station operating from Lu¬ 
xembourg. He presents a daily (except the weekends) Breakfast Show, 
lalking about former Mi Amigo dee'jays: also'Frank van der Mast ( = 
Jan de Hoop) and Hugo. Meulenhoff (=Jan de Boer) work for the satel¬ 
lite station Veronique. Finally we mention former RNI & Caroline 
dee jay/newsreader Leo de Later who works as a reporter on Veronique 

Tuesday February 27th: During the raid in August the 0CD people- 
responsible for the raid- promised the two Dutchmen on board the 
Ross that they wouldn t be prosecuted provided they were willing to 
go back to Holland on the Volans. In other words: they would be 
free when returning with the Volans. Now the Dutch magistrate has 
decided that they will be prosecuted because they were as Dutchmen 
on the Ross at the moment of the raid. A spokesman of the DTI said 
that incase there would have been no Dutchmen on board the Ross, 
the raid would have been cancelled. There will be a special case 
in court against the key persons behind the Radio 819 project being 
Gert Jan Smit and Nico Folkers. Also Fred Bolland has to appear in 
court (for supplying the Ross Revenge??). ^ 

F.R.S. SALES PRODUCTIONS. 
A WIDE SELECTION OF RADIO-TAPES 

FROM AROUND THE WORLD ! 

'offshore news' 1 



The stations management was rather proud of the fact that the accomodation on 
board was modem and that the crew and dee jays were enjoying their 2 weeks 
stinch on board of the Ocean 7. The food was good, and there were enough 
recreational facilities. In a brochure even handball and tennis on board were 
mentioned. A daily tender kept the crew in contact with the main land and 
brought them, as far as the weather permitted, daily and weekly papers. 

TWO l^OjEN NERE Ih'FORTAMT 

Within the organisation there were two women that played an important role in 
the daily routines. Handling the listeners post was done by Margaret Lus, who 
was also responsible for the public relations of 270. Carol Mille was 
programming assistant and responsible for the record library and the supply. 

THE DEE JAY TEAM 

The most extended, knc**i list of dee jays, is published hereunder. To my feeling 
a couple of names is still missing. I think especially at those who were working 
for only a short period for the station. 
Vince 'Rusty' Allen, John Aston, Mike Baron, Robin Best, Pete Bowman, Paul 
Burnett, Alex Dee, Bob Dewing, Roger Gale, Guy Hamilton, Albert Hart, Mike 
Hayes, Julian Hewitt, Alan Ives, Roger Keene, Roger King, Andy Kirk, Paul 
Kramer, Noel Miller, Ed Moreno, Brendan Power, Ross Randall, Roger Scott, David 
Hal York * Sneider» 060015 Straney, Steve Taylor, Leon Tipler, Mark West and 

We'll just go criss-cross through the list to look at some deejays who had 
earlier experiences in the radio field. 
Andy Kirk was 19 years old when he joined Radio 270. Before that he was the 
leader of a folk-group and had worked for BBC Radio Leeds. Roger Keen also had 
some experience in the radio world. He used to be road manager for the wel 1 known 
guitarist Jet Harris. After that he worked at the fort-stations Invicta and 
King. Then he joined 390 before exploiting his presentation talent at 270. 
Studiomanager was Hal York who had gained experience as freelancer at the BBC. 
Dennis Straney came from Australia and had worked there for five different 
stations. He ended at 270 via Radio City. Peter Bowman was already known to the 
listeners of offshore stations from Radio Scotland. Before that he worked at 
Border Television. And then there was Paul EMmett. later very active at a.o. 
Radio Luxemburg and BBC Radio Qie. Paul started his radiowork with the British 
Forces Eroadcasting Network in Aden. At 270 he was a.o. responsible for the 
Break f as tshow. The name Radio City was already mentioned earlier, also Alex Dee 
worked at this station for more than a year before joining Radio 270. The same 
applies to Paul Kramer who worked for Radio City in the period of July 1966 
until 1 the closedown in February 1967. Before that he worked in the 
filmindustry. The man with the richest experience was Ed Moreno. He was already 
06 years old when he joined Radio 270. Originating from Virginia in the USA he 
worked for stations in the US, Hong Kong, Japan and West-Germany (AFN). Then he 
went to sea to do programmes on Radio Invicta, Radio City and Britain Radio. 
After his 270 period, which he joined in 1967, he was to be heard on the BBC, 
Radio Luxemburg and RNI. Ed Moreno died a couple of years ago. 
THE FORMAT 

Radio 270 deejays did programmes from half past six in the morning 'till two 
° Clock in the night, later to be changed form six in the morning 'till one 
o clock in the night. The format was based on the top 40 and the 270 playlist. 
This list was daily updated and consisted of 100 records, a.o. top 40, new 
releases, golden oldies and the best selling Ip's. The jingles played on 270 
were mostly copied from other stations. So jingles from Caroline and London were 
cut out of the aired programmes and via voice-overs the name of Radio 270 and/or 
deejays were substituted. Cheaper wasn't possible for Radio 270. 

— .-^ we start rignt awa v 
with this one from Jdrg Oeynhausen, Naikammer, BRD: "A top quality 
signal and a perfect X-Mas program that's what I was listening to! 
,, was really great and I enjoyed very much the shows. 
Unfortunately I didn't hear my tape during the X-Mas-party - what 
a mess because I was absent for about a 3/4 hour, but I hope 
those who were mentioned in my message were listening.M 

Berne/ Teutsch, Maikammer, FRG, writes; " Ich habe aufgrund Eurer 
Ankundigung in der letzten Ausgabe des ' FRS goes DX'-Magazine die 
Weihnachtssendung gehtirt. Das Signal war zumeist sehr stark, 
ebenso die Gualit&t des Sendungen. Auch finde ich es gut, da|3 
wieder mal ein neuer DJ die deutschsprachigen Sendungen moderieren 

schlecht*”QegSn Danny Kay» aber ab und zu ein Wechsel ist nicht 

dt last we got a letter from Czechoslovakia: -Thank you very much 
for your interesting programme and good music", writes Zdenek 
EliaSf Jablonec nad Nison. 

"Many thanks for- your X-mas surprise show", writes Anssi Nieminen. 

JyvSskylX, Finland. "The surprise was not the appearing of your 
traditionai show, but the chance to be able to listen to it here 
in Fin 1 and. 

We congratulate Henk Tijssens, Purmerend, the Netherlands: "I 
haven t heard your transmissions since a couple of months, because 
the shortwaveradio hasn't been on since my daughter's birth. Now I 
bathe the baby instead of listening to the radio." 

Holger Busse Straelen, FRO, writes: "Die Oldies die Danny 
gespielt hat fand ich in Ordnung. Zu den Top 3 von Danny: Ich weifl 
nicht ob die drei Titel die absoluten Knaller waren. Andererseits 
verstehe ich den Danny, dafl er eine Menge Musiktitel sich anhtiren 

2“® um e Kein%T°? 3' 2U finden- Nattir 1 ich ist alles geschmacks 
Sache.Schade finde ich es das Danny pausieren mtichte, denn seine 
□deration untd Stimme hat mir immer gut gefallen. Naja, dafUr habt 

Ihr aber einen wflrdigen Nachfolger gefunden. Auf Johnny Best freue 
ich mich schon." 

"I was realiy glad to receive your special Christmas broadcast! I 
enjoyed the good reception and the good programme. I think your 
transmissions were highlights of the free radio scene in the 
eighties. writes Horst Cersovsky, SangerhausenGDR. 

hie end this month’s coloumn iiith a very nice and long letter from 

Harald Jungnickel, h/eissenstadt, FRG. I’ll publish this one to 

almost its full extent, because I think this is a good exemple of 
the kind of letters we like to receive from you' P * °f 

O the sTvs gliadcan° ^ ^ Christmas in the last year 
the 0U s. I can just remember the day when I first heard your. 

lf-KS. letters9 
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forefathers and your station was with Radio Wunderland from CL 
Germany the only one to catch with it. During the years the X 

programmes of the Free Radio Service Holland were one of the best 

you could hear on shortwave. In 1982 I just went to school and 

today I'm just studying biology at the University of Bayreuth and 

who knows what will be at the end of the 90's? If the Free Radio 

Service then will also broadcast programmes for a better radio 

understanding and programmes against the state-owned simple 

mindness? Professional programmes are rare on shortwave - even 

now, at a time, where many stations arise as the famous Phoenix 

from its ashes. The Free Radio Magazines continue to decline in 

the last year. Radiotelex disappeared, and my first contact 

magazine to the Free Radio Scene, the KDKC-magazine has closed 

down since 4 years. This year I have decided to buy a personal 

computer. I just remember the days I came into contact with this 

medium for the first time, there I decided to forget this theme 

due to lack of money. But today it is impossible to think the 

computer out of work and even free radio stations use computers to 

answer letters, drive programmes, a.s.o. I hope to listen despite 

this media many times to the shortwaves. And surely I will listen 

once a month to the Free Radio Service. I just can't describe the 

feeling when you switch on your radio and there is a station you 

are very close related to during the years. And I think as I do, 

many of your listeners hear, and even if it is for a short time, 

wsome weekend I only catched 15 minutes and on others I listened 

for more than 2 hours, many people will listen to your station. 

Therefore I think you should continue to broadcast. Just for the 

fun of the people and on such occasions, like your Christmas show, 

even lazy people like me, decide to drop you a line, just to 

inform you that your programmes are still well recommended and I 

think that that is the real freeradio feeling!" 

Gerd 

Cont. from page 13: 

Where the 'Local' Radio of the 70's allowed in the mainly the pirate 
dj's of the 60's and also a few of the operators. The 90's should 

see the new tier of radio being run by a large number of ex-pirate 

operators. In London, three ex-pirates have got together to form a 

consortium for the North London franchise for Haringey and provide 

diverse programming for the large local minority populations of 

Greeks, Hindus and the Afro-Caribs. In West London, an Asian statior 
is up and running from an ex-pirate station. The same is happening 

in much of the rest of the country. 

That's the background. Next time the story really begins. 

SHORT WAVE ADDRESSES nunber 1- 4 

1 = P.O.Box 41 - 7703 AA Dodemsvaart - The Netl'^rlands. 
2 = P.O.Box 220 342 - D-56C0 VAippertal - West-Cenrany. 
3 = P.O.box 5 - Hunstanton - Norfolk FE36 5AU - UK. 
4 = P.O.Box 19074 - 3501 DB Utrecht - The Netlierlands. 

nix 
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PART 1 

A POTTED HISTORY OF LONDON RADIO 

The term 'Pirate Radio' has a long and honourable his¬ 

tory in the UK. It is a term that the broadcasting industry 

establishment has a habit of using when referring to anything 

that they don't like. In the early 30's there were only 2 UK BBC 

networks, but there were many who wanted to broadcast commercially, 

but were unable to do so because of the restrictive broadcasting 

monopoly laws. To bring more popular entertainment and commercial 

radio to England, they moved abroad and used the totally legal fa¬ 
cilities made. available to them by mainland European authorities. 

These stations that beamed their popular programmes of mainly dance 

band music of the day to the UK population, were branded as pirate 

stations and were accused of stealing the UK audience. Nearly sixty 

ysers later and Radio Normandy has gonet but Radio Luxembourg conti¬ 

nues to beam its programmes into the UK to this day, both on AM and 

by satellite. But in all that time little has changed. Despite the 

unprecedented prosperity of the current day commercial stations, a 

chorus of the same hysterical doom laden accusations were leveled 

at the perfectly legal Atlantic 252, by the commercial radio lobby, 

when it announced plans to start broadcasting from Eire to the UK 
in 1989. 

It is clear that there has been a desire for more choice for de¬ 
cades, and sooner or later someone will fill the need. After the 

European war of 1939/1945, UK radio settled back into its cosy duo¬ 

poly* but this was added to by the Americam Armed Forces Radio both 

in the UK and the European mainland. By the sixties the Americans 

had closed down AFN-UK * and the continental AFN was difficult to 

listen to* as it now only came from Germany. At the start of the 

Beatlemania, there was only one light entertainment network on air 

with predominantly middle class audience. The number of hours devo¬ 

ted to chart records in any one given week could probably be counted 

on the fingers of one hand. Despite the overwhelming need for a po¬ 

pular music network, the government of the day would not allow it. 

Among the reasons cited was the influence that radio had, and the 

need for government sources to monitor it in case the disc jockeys 

preached all kinds of revolution and sedition, and, ultimately, 

brought the government down! This kind‘ of rampant paranoia has mani¬ 

fested itself right across the board with broadcasting, affecting TV 

as well as radio and denying people access to the airwaves. This was 

in the days when Saturday Club was the BBC Light Programmes pop cul¬ 
tural high light of the week and regurlarly garnered audiences of 

20 million- nearly 40% of the population- especially when the Beat¬ 

les were regulars. The time was ripe for change and it started with 

an old ferry parked three miles off the Essex coast. Before it had 

any real competition, Radio Caroline regurlarly claimed audiences 

of 26 million. Nowadays, with the multiplicity and fragmentation of 

the broadcast entertainment industry, audiences are much lower. The 
possible exception is BBC Radio 1's Sunday afternoon Top 40 show. 

For three short years the coming of the North Sea ship borne pirates 

changed all this. The well known saga of the North Sea ship borne 

pirates and their short and wonderful careers of music, mayhem, 

treachery and greed eventually led to their own downfall with pas¬ 

sing of the infamous Marine etc. Broadcasting Offences Act in 1967. 

The government's replacements was Radio 1 which began life ham 

by restrictive agreements which governed the amount of 

rded music that could be played. Twenty-three years later 

the so-called 'needle-time' agreements have only just 

-Frs Feature■ 
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be more correctly called County stations as virtually a 

the BBC stations take their names from the county they se 

and the Commercial stations, although covering much the sa 

areas as their BBC cousins, take their names from heavily contrived 

or punned local sources. For instance- Devon, a popular holiday 

destination, has one station called Devon Air. Nearby is Plymouth 

Sound, which comes from the town where the area just outside the 

harbour is known as- yes, you guessed it- Plymouth Sound. Others 
strive for pompous prestige like the North Sussex based radio Mer¬ 

cury, which is called after the winged messenger of the gods. Ac¬ 

cording to my reference book. Mercury is also the Roman god of elo¬ 

quence (with Ed 'Stewpot' Stewart???), skill and thieving!!! Mercu¬ 

ry has been at the forefront of protecting its local monopoly, and 

has successfully instigated actions against pirate stations. Most 

no teab1y the South London AM micro, Radio Jackie a few years back. 

It was also one of the leading lights in the campaign against Laser 

and Atlantic 252. Mind you that is probably preferable to the mind 

numbingly boring title of BRMB who come out Birmingham. The power 

of these stations is rated in kilowatts, and are so local that BBC 

Radio London had regular listeners as close as Finland, Norway and 

Sweden... It was also possible to pick up London's Capital Radio in 

the Canary Isles, and even the Mediterranean. When they were first 

introduced the BBC 'local' county stations were restricted to FM 

only. The first local commercial stations came about in 1973 with 

the arrival of London's LBC all news station and Capital Radio's all 

music. They managed to kick up sufficient fuss that they got dual 

frequency capability from the start, later the BBC locals were al¬ 

lowed the dual capacity as well. The original reason for duplicating 

services was beacuse it was thought there would be insufficient in¬ 

terest in FM, which needs a slightly more attention when setting up 

a portable set, with a long aerial sticking out the top. Recently, 

as a direct result of Pirate Radio activity, FM has taken a leap in 

popularity, and the commercial stations began clamouring for split 

frequency operation. This enables them to double their output and 

earning capacity at very little extra cost. This has resulted in 

those companies which have already split their operations making al 

most quantum leaps in their profits, and also has the effect of ma¬ 

king it harder for anyone to make a dent in their market, as they 

are already running two stations. The sound of the two groups of 

'Local' stations are fairly recognisable, while the BBC Locals tend 

to sound like offshoots from Radio 2, the commercials take their 

lead from London's Capital Radio, and all you can hear are the rin¬ 
ging of cash-tills as the money pours in. 

The National and Regional stations were originally on both AM and 

FM, although Radio 1 has only just got what is approaching a natio¬ 

nal coverage on FM. The BBC will eventually lose its dual frequency 

capability as the AM slots are shared out among commercial newco¬ 
mers . 

The fourth is the newly introduced Community of Interest which will 

only be set up on one frequency only, and with only sufficient power 

to cover the audience in the designated area. This however, seems 

to be a forlorn hope as the stations already going, or on test, des 

Pite the fact they are only supposed to be covering a few kilome 

tres, can actually be received with very little effort up to 50 

kms away. This fourth tier of the radio business is only sup- 

w posedly a direct answer to the landbased pirate radio ac¬ 
tivity of the 80's. 
-f.r. s. feature-.—. ' zy ] 2 
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been scrapped, and Radio 1 is still not on 24 hour sche 

le. Radio 1 has just attained almost national FM stereo 
tribution after being relegated to the ghetto of AM broa 

casting for the past two decades. However, the current UK radio 

scene is still a direct result of that short 3 year period when 

pirates ruled the waves, and waived the rules. But that was 1967 

and we are now in the 90's, and what was wanted in the 60's isn't 

necessarily needed today. Pirate radio has sprung up again to fill 

the needs of a different generation, and is now a growth industry 

particularly in London, and the large conurbations where the ig¬ 
nored tend to congregate. 

Before looking in detail at the workings and history of London pi¬ 

rate radio, it is necessary to see where the establishment stands 

with the licensed stations today, and why people have found that 

their needs are not being served by the current crop of recognised 
broadcasters. 

Radio in the UK works on four levels. The first tier contains the 

national level, which currently has four networks all run by the 

BBC. Radio 1 is the pop music network, was originally created in 

1967 to replace the ship borne pirates. Radio 2 is the MOR music 

network, and grew out of the old 'Light Programme', and concentra-1 

tes on the more melodic pop and light music* with some speech con¬ 

tent- mainly comedy. Radio 3 is the 'serious' or classical music 
network with the more esoteric drama and poetry as part of its 

output, and is justa renamed'Third Programme' . The Third Programme 

was the first of the BBC channels to move to FM in the 60's and 

also took part in some early stereo experiments which involved 

tuning a TV set in at the same time and standing between the two 

to get a stereo effect. Radio 4 is virtually all speech, and grew 

out of the old 'Home Service' covering news* documentaries, drama 

and comedy. These networks will be joined in the next year or two 

by Radio 5, which will be on AM only and handle the sports commen¬ 

taries and educational output, currently handlded by Radio's 2,3 & 

4. There are also plans for at least three commercial networks to 

be set up in the next few years in direct competition to the BBC 

national networks. One of the outfits who will be bidding for the 

pop licence will be using the Radio Caroline call sign. This is 

because the present ship home operators have not registered the 

trade mark. So Radio Caroline may well make it on land after all... 

The second tier is the Regional Level, with individual networks for 

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. They take their lead from 

Radio 4, and some of its output, but most of its output is regio¬ 
nally sourced. 

The third tier is the so called 'local' radio, which was set up as 

a direct response for more choice and local input demanded by the 

listener in the post ship home pirate era. These stations would 

 To be continued on page 10. 
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AUCKLAND'S BEST MUSIC' 

pcstoffice -felt a little bit ashamed about the pigeon 
old you about last time. So they agreed after an wit 

installation of radio-telephone aboard the Tin. "he =hip 

wa= laying in Aucllano. Roger MacLaren, H.ursLi’s lawyer, m the 

meantime had applied for a registration of the Tiri as a p--T 
This was a matter of insurance as we mentioned earlier. Hcwe 

the shipping-committee refused. MacLaren on his turn asted the 

Marine Department to inspect the ship to convince themsewls the 

rl Jhad beccme a Pram indeed. The MD tried to delay this 
pi ocedure with all possible means. 

In the meantime work on the Tiri was continuing almost without 

on, interruption. Circumstances were deteriorating because money 

were badlr>9sone^m -9th PaI*d m°r5 irre^lar- Focdsupplies 
bad, some^me^ there wssn t anything at all to eat. This 

situation only could improve in on 
the station had to 

Mew 

th- 

4-L,„ <-ne =tation 
- _ air as scan as passible to ensure a cash—flow 

Saturday September 17th 1R>66 had to become the big da/. On —at 
day 1*8U kHz had to come to life. The day before = ‘fciq 

disappointment came: Albert Wall, from the MD, came on board th= 
liri, bringing two document's with him. Beth papers were signed fcy 

Jack Scott.....The first document revealed the ship wasn't 

recognised as a pram. Fhe second one read that the ship wasn't 

suitable ■fcr it s task , because of the bad state of it. Everybody 

an board would be in great danger of life. Added to this the * f-ct 
the ship hadn’t engines of it’s own the danger was ever bigger' 

In other words: the Tiri only could leave it's moorings if it was 

registered as a normal ship. And even then broadcasting would be 

a illegal act, because the ship was owned by a citizen of 
Zeal and. 

Saturday September 17th the Tiri still was in Auckland and 

Hauraki office was payed an unexpected visit by Scott. His advice 

was to have patience. There should be a proposal to permit 

commercial r^dio after the November elections. However they 

didn’t have patience, because they had a deadline fi^ed by Ewing 

Oil: November 15th. If they didn't broadcast that day Hauraki had 

to pay back the * 10,000 that was spent in the meantime. Besides 

this^ amount another $ 10,000 had to be payed back very" scan. 

Scott came with another proposal: Hauraki would deliver 

programmes to the Auckland station Radio IYD, to be founded by 

the NiBC. Scott sympathized in some way with the difficulties 
Gape = and his mates met. 

Meanwhile there had been an "revolution" within the 
organisation. Derek Lews hadn't any confidence in Scott's 

These plans only aimed at exhausting the Hauraki organic 
he tell. Lowe proposed to head for sea at once. 

The board and sharehoders didn't agree. October IS4- 

appeared to have had the right ideas: the Parliament agr 

commercial radio somewhere in future. Mobcdv knew when thi 
become reality. At the same time this meant NO to Hauraki 

secret meeting there was decided to go to <^a nn 

Lifh’tk P teTCOttS would intervene.- Tf Swi_h the use of violence. 
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appeared to be a new problem: "the screw". To transfor 
ship into a pram they had taken away the screw, 

to be towed to sea. However: sailing to the 
tug never could occur in secret, 
awn. John Farmer 

So the Tir 

open sea, towed by a 
□ the ship had to sail on it's 

. a Professional diver, was offered the job to 
install the srew again. However this appeared to be impossible! 
I- just didn't succeed. In the meantime Auckland police became 

aware of the attempt to escape.Pol iceman Ken Thompson brought the 

Shipping Act under Gape's attention- If the ship sailed away they 

would be fined % 2,000 and the policebcat Deodar would try to 
stop any attempt. 

Also Jack Scott, who came in a big hurry from his farm with even 

his workingclothes and bootes on, went aboard the Tiri, 

accompanied by a couple of policemen. In the small messroom Scott 

proposed Gapes to have a 24 hour delay to convince the Parliament 

Hduraki could transmit via Radio IYD. Gapes, who knew about 
the difficulties with the srew, agreed and so Scott left the 
Tiri. 

On the 23rd of October 1966 everybody involved in the Hauraki 

project was in a bad mood. The answer that Scott got from the 

Government was negative and fitting Hauraki intc the radio¬ 

situation wasn't possible yet. But...the srew had been placed 
meanwhile! 

"Sai1‘!",Hauraki said. According to Scott this would meant that 

Hauraki people should be arrested. Scott realized that this 

situation easily could lead to violence. He admitted that all by 

all he had the competention to let the ship sail. THe only 

condition was that he got hold of certain documents from the 

Admirality. However he couldn't reach Albert Wall. The only 

promise he could make was to keep, the Dowbridge in Auckland 
opened. In the meantime a crowd of some 10,000 people had 

gathered on the ship-yard. They all yelled: "FREE HAURAKI!!"Gapes 
decided to take the risk: sail! 

Suddenly the sound of the generators was accompanied by the 

humming of the engine. This was started by Doc 0'Callahan. In the 

light of police-cars it became clear that hawsers were loosened. 
The Tiri was sailing away from the quay and again the police 

jumped on board, under the direction of inspector Thompson. 

Another setback: the watermark was too low to allow the Tiri to 

get full speed. Thompson tried to convince 0'Callahan to go back 

to the quay. 0‘Callahan, too busy handling the ship, ignored 
Thompson"s request. The inspector left the bridge, disappointed, 

and tried to convince other crewmembers. In the meantime the 

ship was making some progress and sailed towards the Dowbridge. 
There Hauraki fans tried to prevent dropping the bridge. After- 

passing the bridge the Tiri sailed towards the open sea, accompa 
nied by the Deodar. 

At that moment Thompson was banging the door of the bridge on the 

ordering 0'Callahan to stop the ship. The only answer he 
was "NO!". 

Ti ri , 

got 

-Frs Feature- 
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Caroline dee jays August 1°33 - August 1989. 

Robin Ross 
Tony Gareth 
Andy Archer = Mr Ananymous 
Tom Anderson 
Dixie Peach 
Peter Clarke 
Simon Barrett = Bert 

Twigworthy 
Carl Kingston 
Grant Benson 
Tony Scott 
Leen de Winter 
Peter Quinn 
Andy the Engineer * Andy 

Moorcroft = Roland Butter : 
Maurice Dancer = Bilbo 
Baggins = Billy Dukes = 
Rex Barker 

1984 
Brian Allen 
Jay Jackson 
Stewart Vincent 
Mike Kerry 
Mike Pearson 
Tony Whale 
Chas James = Charlie Parlie 
Steve Philips 
Diane Lauren 
Andy Johnson 
Dave Richards = Michael 

Grant 
Blake Williams 
Stuart Russell = Nigel 

Harris 
Edwin King 
John Lewis 
Samantha Dubois 
Alton Andrews = Mark 

Summers 
Dave Windsor 
Robbie Day 
Paul McKenna 
Barry St. James 
Sean the Chef 
Mike 3arrington 
Keith King 
Marty Wright 
Susan Charles 
Bruce Purdy 
Tony James 

1985 
Nick Richards 
Alec Newman 
Jimmy Bond = Pergie McNeil 
Peter Philips 
Bob Matthews 
Piona Jeffries 
Chris Pearson 
Brian Marshall 
James Day 
Neil Francis 
Dell Rogers 
David Andrews 
The Night Owl 
Jenny McKenzie 
Dave Collins 
John Ford 
Charlie Miles 
Trevor James 
Nigel Roberts 
Graham Vega 

1986 
Kevin Turner 
Jerry Davis 
Mark Matthews 
Tony Peters 
Stevie Lane 
Ian Akers = Ian Miles 
Caroline Martin 
Dennis Jason 
Charlie "T" 
John Dwyer 
Pat Danton 
Tony Christian 
John Bennett 
Jamie King 
Dave James 
Stevie Essex 
Richard Jackson 
John Tyler 
Dave Owen 
Keith Lewis 
Stuart Clark 
Mike Watts 

1987 
Rob Charles 
Richard Staines 
Steve Conway 
Tim Sheppard 
Mark Warner 
Mick Williams 

This is a Listing of dee jays who worked for Radio Caroline in the 1960’s. Next month we 
will complete this list. If you miss somebody, drop us a line !! 
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This time the news and logging. 
- _ from the last weekends of Janua 

as the first 3 weekends of February. We use to cover 

ppq uNi’ N’V 1S^ & 2nd Sun ^in that Particular order) because 
F a H?ll8nd ^asntreturned yet, this 'schedule' is slightly chan- 
ged. As soon as FRSH resumes broadcasting on SW, the ’old’ schedu¬ 
le will be re-introduced. 

RADIO TITANIC INT. from W-Germany told us that as from now on the 
mailing address is: P.O.Box 19074, 3501 DB Utrecht in The Netherl 
So please do not write to the Dedemsvaart address. Titanic is 
disappointed because the station is still waiting on letters for 
broadcasts from a long time ago. In the Summer of 1990 Titanic 
hopes to celebrate its 15th birthday. Very brief trms were made 
on Dec. 25th between 08.38- 09.02 GMT on 6225 (25W) and an USA 
test was carried out on the 1st of January between 08.15-08 25 () 
on 6285 (100W). 

R-ADIO MARABU sent us a couple of well-produced info sheets. The 
station was forced to leave the airwaves at the end of 1989 due to 
circumstances beyond their control. Sun Jan. 21st Marabu resumed 
broadcasting on a new frequency of 7480 kHz (instead of 6240). The 
station hopes this new channel will bring a better reception qua¬ 
lity . On the other hand it is hoped that a larger area will be 
covered because of the higher frequency. The station's pxs will 
be aired between 09.00- 13.00 GMT every 2nd Sunday. In addition to 
this there will repeats of the 2nd Sun schedule on 4th Sun on a 
frequency within the 48 mb. Possibly 6280 kHz. Soon a few new 
deejays will join Marabu. As from now on new promotional material 
is available. The station offers new stickers, Radio Marabu T- 
Shirts etc. Radio Marabu is known as a station broadcasting an 
alternative music format on SW. Looking at their Top 15 of favou¬ 
rite albums over 1989 I must admit I didn't recognize that many 
groups... Address: (2). 

R^ADIO^ REBEL_INI. is a rather n’ew German SW station, founded in 
Oct. 89 by two radio-freaks. Their 1st show was relayed via RWI 
in France on 7440 kHz. OP of RRI is Steve van Daalen. Pxs are ai¬ 
red in German and English and sometimes even in Dutch. The music 
format consists of pop & rock as well as oldies. The station al- 
^^ trifis to inform the listeners about the free radio scene and 
also some mail is read out. RRI confirms all reception reports 
with a qsi letter, a personal note and an info-sheet. Please do 
not forget to enclose 2 ire's/one US Dollar/two German Marks in 
stamps. Due to the fact the responsible persons are not 100% sa- 

w^t:^ tbe signal, provided by RWI, RRI is looking for new 
and better relay-possibilities (is the RWI so bad? On 7440 they 
have a solid signal!). Address: c/o BP 130, 92504 Rueil Cedex in 
France. 

In our January edition we already mentioned about a rare Dutch 
station called EUROSAT RADIO. Over the X-Mas period the station 

WuS Ilearv °n 15005 kHz and even received in the USA. But also in 
the New Year Eurosat has been active. So far the station was heard 
on the following occasions (in 1990): Jan. 1st on 15005 kHz** 

T°" 7t!L15005 between 09.00- 13.00 GMT with sinpo= 44433 in 
) * ''Jan. 20th (Saturday) 15005 (Sinpo=44444 in Berlin)** 
. 27th (Sat) on 15005**Febr. 3rd 15005 (sat; sinpo=3444 
Berlin). F 
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Febr. 4th Eurosat SW Services were also heard on 15005. 
The station doesn’t broadcast real programmes. Mostly 

non-stop mx is being played and so now and then an ID. 
According to WMR in Scotland, 15005 is a bad choice because it 
is next to the WWV time signal station on 15000 kHz and almost 
right on top of RID time signal station. Whether the station con 
firms correct reports with a qsl isn’t known. Give it a try and 
write to P.O.Box 546, 2800 AM Gouda in Holland. 

* WEEKEND MUSIC RADIO from Scotland received over 100 reports for 
their trms over the X-Mas period. Recently we received an info- 
bulletin from WMR stating that the trms on 13630 and 13790 were 
carried out by using 6815 & 6895 x-tals. These x-tals were dou¬ 
bled up in the oscillator. WMR also had its problems. Dec. 23rd 
2 out of 3 txs weren’t working in a proper way and that meant 
that the time which was intended to be spent on production/prepa 
ration for the marathon trms , had to be spent on technical work 
The 24th Dec. trm had to be cancelled and most of the day was 
spent to carry out repairs on the aforementioned 2 txs. Some in 
fo about the txs used by WMR: 
TX_1 was used on 48 metres at 13.00 UTC Dec. 24th (just a brief 
test) and on 13 MHz Dec. 25th, 26th and 31st. Power of this unit 
which has already been used for years by WMR is 80W.. 
Tx 2 is an unit specially built for X-Mas 1988 when it failed to 
opearte in a proper way. It was repaired to be used during Easter 
1989 but broke down shortly after. It was again repaired and been 
tried out in August 1989 on 15043 and 6310 kHz. During the last 
X-Mas period this tx provided very strong signals. Power is 100W 
I*-3 is a brandnew one built by Jack Russell. It is a double 807 
in the PA stage, similar to the two already mentioned ones. Dri¬ 
vers are three EL 84’s. In the modulator there are two 807’s 
driven by three ECC 82's. TX 2 was used on 15043 and 15640. TX 3 
was tuned to the 6310 kHz area in the 48 mb and has an output of 
some 120W. The differences in power are a result of using diffe¬ 
rent voltages. 

During the WMR trms a telepnone number was announced and many 
people called. From all over the UK, W-Germany, Norway, Eire, 
Holland and even the USA!! The latter call was made on Dec. 25th 
at 12.30 GMT and this call was taken live on the air. The USA 
DX-er who called said he could hear both 13 & 15 MHz trms! A call 
from Florida at 02.30 GMT (the night from Dec. 25th into Dec. 
26th) was received mentioning reception of their 6310 outlet. 
All in all WMR received reports from Scotland, England, Ireland, 
Wales, West and East-Germany, Holland, Belgium, Sweden, Finland, 
Denmark, Austria , France, Spain, Italy, USA & Canada. Calls 
from several radio or former radio persons were received: Barry 
Stephens (!), Pirate Andy, Howard Bell (Radio 48), Jock Wilson, 
Chris Cortez (ex ABC England), George Strong, Danny Kaye etc. 
A last newsitem about WMR which we got from Ken Baird in Scot¬ 
land: WMR Qould be ceasing trms in March. Fact is that WMR is 
hoping to celebrate 10 years of broadcasts in 1990. WMR is also 
planning to edit a taped 10th anniversary special with the full 
story. Address remains the well-known 42 Arran Close, Cambridge 
in the UK. 6 
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